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En vironmental site Miss America to speak at UM R on November 4
advocateofHIV/AJ DS prevention,
by Jenny Lynn Devereux
cleanup underway on
Sh indl e travels approxima tel y
UMRTECHS
20,000 mi les a month add ressing
UMR managed areas
Miss America, Kate Shindle, a di verse audiences about the critical
20-year old senior at Northwestern
need to stop the spread of this
University will speak at 7:30 p.m.
deadly epidemic.
on Tuesday, November 4 in CenHer past invo lvement with
tennial Hall-UCE.
the HI V/AIDS issue includes volShe wi ll speak on the preven- unteer efforts with Chicago 's Test
tion ofHl V transmission in America
Pos itive Awa re N etwo rk, the
" We have within our power the
NAMES Proj ect, the C~nter for
abi lity to stop HIV in its tracks,"
AJ DS Services and several hosShindle said.
pices. She has also collaborated
"The answer is prevention, with key national leaders of the
and it is currently the most viab le AIDS issue.
solution to theAJDS epidemic. PreThe event is free and open to
vention is something we all can do
the campus and community. It is
right now. If we all join in the race, . sponsored by the Office of Student
we have the ability to break through
and International Affairs, Student
Health, PanhelienicCouncil, UMR
the ribbon of victory and put an end
to HIV and AJDS. " Shindle takes a TECHS and MESP. So far, Ro lla
nonthreatening ap proach to HIV
b us in ess s upp orte rs inclu de
discussions and will be available for Planned Parenthood and Zeno 'So If
further questions.
your organi zation is interested in
She is currently on a national contributing, ple ase contact
speakjng tourentitled, " On the Way
Stephanie Franklin of Student
to a Cure: Preventing HIV Trans- Health at (573) 341-4225 or a
mission in America" As a national
Panhellenic Council representative.

by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer
The cleanup of soil on U.S. Bureau of Mines Ro lla
Research Center properties started on October 20. The
~roperties are owned by the federal governme nt although
UMR is managing portions of them under a memorandum of
"nderstanding with the government.
Bay West, an environmenta l remediation company
from Kansas C ity, Missour i, wo rking under contract \yith
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers wi II conduct the.cleanup.
One site is located near 14th St. while the other is near
the former Bureau of Mines centered on Bishop Ave.
(Highway 63). During the cleanup, operation sites will be
fenced offand outlined wi th barricade tape. It is expected to
take until the end of November to fini sh.
Soil will be disposed of in accordance with the Department of Natural Resources regulations. Soil samples will be
taken from each excavated area and analyzed to verify that
the remaining soil is clean prior to restoring the site.
In March, when the Bureau of Mines Rolla Research
Center was closed, the procedures included environmental
site assessment in accordance with the American Society for
Testing and Materials Protocol. The protocol is a standard
procedure for environmental site assessments that are related
to property transfers. The site assessments made recently
confirmed that the soil nearly a foot deep near the sites
exceeds the Missouri Department of Natural Resources
"any-use soil level standards."
Samples taken as part of the assessment indicated that
the soil contained heavy metal contaminates. As a result, the
U.s. Bureau' of Mines awarded a series of site assessment
co~tracts totaling about $300,000 to identify the heavy
metals and their concentrations in soil and ground waternear
the sites.
Experts from UMR, the Department of Natural Resources Voluntary Cleanup Program and the Missouri Department of Health reviewed the soil and water samples.
These experts discovered that about 3400 square feet of soil
nearthesite located on Highway 63 and about 14,800 square
feet of soil at 14th St. contairicit heavy metal contaminates
above the Department of Natural Rescuers "any-use soil
level staJidards.n
,
Upon completion, the Bureau of Mines will submit a
report to the Department of Natural Resources Voluntary
Cleanup Program to obtain its agreement that no further
action is needed.

1998 Miss America, Kate Shindle
L __________.....!.p::h..::o::t::o:..:b::y:....:C::a::.:rl::o:..:B:.:us:.c:.e::m~i _________________________---1

Tax break for college students NSPE to hold Order of
31.
by Brian McBride
the Engineer ceremony
An education IRA will be available
Staff Writer
In August of this year, President
Bill Clinton sigIJ,ed a bill called the Tax
Relief Act. Thisact, among other things,
outlines tax breaks for college students
and their families.
One of these tax breaks is a credit
against tuition called the Hope credit.
The Hope credit is available for the first
two years of college tuition and has a
maximum of $1500. This credit takes
effect after December 31 .
Because ofthis, the university plans
to postpone the tuition fees due date for
the winter semester 1998 until after the
first of the year. So ifyou qualify, don't
pay your tuition until after December

beginning in 1998forchildrenunder 18.
This IRA has a maximum annual contribution of $500. There is also a loan
interest deduction outlined in the act. If
you are paying interestori student loans,
you may be eligible for a deduction on
that loan interest.
Aft~r June ofnext year individuals
taking college classes to improve job
skills will beabletoreceivea20%credit
on all qualified tuition.
A description of these items is
available in the Financial Aid Office.
The Financial Aid Office is urging students to notify their parents ofthese tax
changes and to consult a tax preparer
about their implications.

by Sarah Maxon
NSPE

The Order of the Engineer ceremony is
once again being held at UMR. The ceremony
will take place on Tuesday, December 9 at 8
p.m. in Centennial Hall-UCE.
The Order ofthe Engineer is an organization whose mission is to foster and preserve
pride, dedication and ethics within the engineering profession. A student is inducted into the
organization by acceptanceofan "Obligation of
Ethics." This commitment is symbolized by
wearing a stainless steel ring on the little finger ofthe working
hand. The ring serves as a reminder to all who see it that an

see Ceremony on page 13

UMR astronaut to 'share experience
by Kevin Gustke
. are invited to attend the event which will take place at ME
""A;..l'"r-::F.'"o-rc-e"'R"'O=7i"'C::------------- I 04 on November 6 at 4 p.m. He will discuss what it takes

Envh'onrnental cleanup site located. on 14th St.

photo by Ryan Shawgo

to be an astronaut as well as a few of his experiences. He
It was 6 a.m. on a Wednesday morning and time for the will also answer questions anyone may have.
Akers is a 1973 bachelor of science and 1975 masters
Air Force ROTC cadets to do a little physical training at the
1M fields. Colonel Akers shared with his cadets that the MIR of science graduate from UMR in the field of Applied
Mathematics. He joined the Air Force
Space Station would soon be passing
in 1979, which led him to NASA in
overhead. "How could he possibly know
1987. Asa memberofNASA, hewas
that?" the cadets thought.
a crew member on fo ur different misMinutes later, a whi te glowing
sions. A few tasks Col. Akers accomobject speedil y moved across the dark
plished on his missio:ls include repairmorning sky. Needless to say, everyone
ing the Hubble Space Telescope, rewas impressed. The cadets wondered
supplyi ng the MIR Space Station and
what else could Akers possibly share.
participating in the longest space wa lk
Those cadets, as we ll as the stuin history. He has space walked for a
dents ofUMR are going to get a chance
to fi nd out. Akers, a UMR graduate and fo rmer astronaut, total of 29 hours, which make up a sma ll portion of his 800
has agreed to speak to the students of UMR. All students plus hours in space.
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Grayson named associate director of NIOSH
by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer

•
Dr. James Kaler, professor of astronomy at the University of Illinois-Urbana, willl~c- .
ture on "Birth of Stars: Where
We Came From" at 7 p,m,
Thursday, Nov, 13, in 104 physics on campus,
The event is free, open to
the public and designed for a
general audience,
Kaler's lecture is part of his
two-day visit to UMR, which is
spon sore d by the Harlo w
Shapley Visiting Lectureship
Program of the American Astronomical Society, VVhile on campus, Kaler also will present a .
- techriicallecture at 4 p,m, Thursday, November 13 , in 104 phys-

Effective November 3, Dr.
Robert L. (Larry) Grayson will be
t/le first permanent associate director of mining at the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH),
Part of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention' in the U,S,
Department of Health and Human
Services, NIOSH became the leading
federal institute for research and training in mine safety and health with the
acquisition of the Pittsburgh and
Spokane facilities last year, Those
facilities were formerly part of the
U,S, Bureau of-Mines,
NIOSH was created under the
Occupational Safety and Health Act
of 1970 and is the only federal instP
tute mandated to conduct workplace
safety and health research and training, Dr, Grayson; a professor of
mining engineering here at UMR, has
extensive experience in conducting
and managing mine safety, educa~

ics.
For more information about
the iectures, contact Dr. John
Schmitt, associate professor of
physics, at (573) 341-4369,
•
The Mulicultural Education Support Program will
sponsor an event with karaoke,
It will take place by the
Puck today from lOam, till 2
p,m, If the weather is unfavorable, the event will be moved
under the breezeway by the university center.
•
The UMR physics department will sponsor Visitor's
Night at the UMR observatory
at 7 p,m, Friday, Nov, 7, The
event is open to the public and,
weather permitting, the moon,
Jupiter and Saturn can be observed with the observatory's
16-inch telescope,
Tpe observatory is located
near HIghway 63 North, north of
McNutt Hall and west of St.
Patrick's Lane, For more information contact Dr. John Schmitt
at (573) 341- 4369 or e-mail at
jschmitt@physics,umr .edu .

tional programs and health research,
West Virginia
He will be responsible for activities
Small Mines
at NIOSH's mining research labs in PittsAssistance
burgh, Pennsylvania and Spokane, VVashCenter which ,
ington, and for coordinating mining re- - provides
search throughout the institute,
ttaining and
"Miners are some ' of America's other safety
most dedicated workers in one of the
interventions
country's most important and most haz- to prevent inardous industries," remarked NIOSH juries in small
director LindaRosenstock, "Dr. Grayson
mines, He has
will play'a key role in our revitalization
also deve lof the nation's mine safety research at a oped
new
time of great challenge and opportunity methods for
for the industry,"
identifying
Prior to coming to UMR in 1996, miners at high
Dr, Grayson served as a professor of risk of injury,
mining engineering at Virginia Univer- and analyzing
sity and aschairman ofthe VVest Virginia respirable
Mine Inspectors' Examining Board, He dust particles
received a bachelor's in mathematics
in mines.
Dr. Larry Grayson
photo cOUltesy of the
from California University in PennsylAt West
Mining Engineering Department
vaniain 1974 and a bachelor's ofscience Virginia Uniin 1978, master's in 1981 and PhD in
versity he established the first mine other critical mining health and safety
1986, all in mining engineering, from
health and safety lab in a U,S, university issues including computer research
VVest Virginia' University in
mining department Dr. Grayson is also applications, He has also worked as
Morgantown, West Virginia
the author of publications on coal dust, a coal miner and a mine foreman,
Dr, Grayson is cofounder of the ground control, mine ventilation and engineer and superinte~dent

ilWe're Science captures Student curator position
international audience in selection process
II

by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer
KEWU, a 10,000 watt radio station licensed to the Board ofTrustees of
Eastern Washington University in
Cheney, began carrying "We're Science,"
the weekly radio science program developed jointly by the University of Missouri-Rolla and public/ radio station
KUMR, in mid-October.
KEWU, an upscale jazz station, is
the 100th station and network to carry
"We're Science," Being the brainchild of
Dr. Daniel AImstrong, Curator's Professor of chemistry at UMR, the show
is a 30 minute science, engineering and
technology program that first began airing nationally on National Public Radio
affiliates in January 1995,

He and co-host Harvey Richards, a
former award-winning science teacher
who is now principal at the high school
in Steelville, Missouri, make science and
technology interesting and entertaining
by answering listener questions as a
basis for the show,
The program is now popular all
overthe world which means it is carried
in major markets such as Atlanta, New
York, and Seattle, as well as 24 stations
in Alaska and on the AImed Forces
Radio and Television Service,
As it is also now broadcast on the
Web, "We're Science" has a potential
audience of 40 million listeners, A few
major stations in the U.S, include: WXEL .
in West Palm Beach, Florida, KDVS in
Davis, California, KBPK in Fullerton,
California, and WNYE in Brooklyn,
New York,

The

The studentcuratorselection process is going on, It is a two
year office held by a student
from one of the four University of Missouri system campuses,
For the next term, the
student curator will be from
the University of MissouriSt Louis, This is a rotating
position among each of the
four UM campuses, The
student curator sits on the
Board of Curators, made up
of nine members and is a
student representative at the meetings,
The student curator is a nonvoting

member but has a voice in the system,
He or she represents the student
body at a system wide level. The student curator office can be looked upon
as the highest ranking studelit office in the university
system, The current student
curator is Troy Nash of the
University ofMissouri-Kansas City,
Interviews of the student
curator candidates will take
place on November 7 in St
Louis, Anyone may submit
questions for the student
government president's from
all four campuses to ask the
University of Mi~souri-St

see Curator on 'page 13
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Opinions--------~
Turn signals? Stop signs? Yield?
An editorial by Photo Editor Ryan Shawgo
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Tum signals? Stop signs? Yield?
park, no signals at all, just stopped and backed
Do these tenns mean anything to you? in. It happens all the time; drivers do not think
[f not, maybe you should reconsider driving. about what their actions might yield.
Do not worry though, you are not alone. For
Speaking of yield, those little signs that
the last year and a half [ have been riding my look like the gradient symbol with the letters
bike most place_s.l go. From my vantage point YIELD inside the white gradient symbol, really
along the side of the lane, [ see more about do mean it is a good idea to at least slow down
driving techniques
and see if anyone
than most drivers.
' ) is coming. Near
I would estimate that
\'
I
my house at the
well over half the \
/
intersection of Fifth St.
/
and 'Salem St. the road
people [follow don't use \
tum signals when turning
does an interesting Y thing.
or making a lane change.
Those drivers making a right
[ guess [ am a little slow
hand tum do not have to stop,
picking up the ESP because the
but if you want to go straight,
you have to yield to on coming
drivers seem to think [ know exactly
what they are thinking. Yesterday, on
traffic .. Most people who want to go
my way to watch the Miner's first
.I straight do so with out checking to see
.I if anyone is commg. No accidents yet,
football victory, an older man in a Ford
pickup decided he no longer wanted to be in ,-,' but ['m waitmg.
the right lane of Pine St. so he quickly switched
The moral of this story? Next time you
to the left" lane and stopped. Since [was get behind the wheel, think about what you are
cruising in the left lane and this driver never doing. Are the other drivers on the road as
looked "over his shoulder to check his blind experienced in ESP as you are; will they know
spot, [had no choice but to lock up the breaks exactly what you are going to do? And please,
and slide toward him. Luckily [ had room to watch out for the little important people on
maneuver, otherwise [ would have hit him bicycles who have just as much right to be on
rather hard. He then proceeded to parallel the road as you do!
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Em week, we could save an estimated 500,000 trees by
simply recyding the Sunchy eadions of our nation's newspapers.

This way, yesterday's paper ron become the neM of tomorrow.

Do your part. it's easy.

For more information on how you can do your part, call 1800 43-EARTH
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Verve

SETC,

The scent of green Rolla students
by Kenesla Schaper
Verve Writer

--.

Odors. They' re everywhere. We
can ' t seem to escape them, especially
the more hideous ones. Some are so
terrible and frightening that we call out
to God fora quick end to our misery. On
a college camp~s, th ree categories of
disgusting olfactory stimulants reside:
cafeteria scents, body odors, and chemistry lab fallout.
As I stroll by either dorm cafeteria
on campus, my nose is accosted by such
hideous aromas that I wonder why we
don' t have more students who look like
Calvin Klein models (waif-thin with
blank expressions) . Sometimes, the
odors are discernible. I've come to be
able to know what is for dinner by just
snifflng the air. A sharp, pregnant scent
smacking of moldy boots and wet cat
hair means gristle steak; a harsh, fiery
odor reeking ofa truck dri ver' s blue jeans
greets students to taco night. If one

happens to notice a charred athleticsock-scent wafting from the cafeteria
doors, one is alerted to the fact that
bfeakfast is being served.
Body odor seems to be a major

problem with some of the students here
at UMR. Ifyou can smell an individual
from 20 yards away, it's time fora hosedown. What's terrible about the body
odor dilemma is that these Slinky people
are registered with the rest of us. When

they raise their arm to answer a question
in class, it's as though the chemical
warfare of World War I is being recreated. Students choke and wheeze.
when around the odor offenders. Another problem is that their aromas linger
long after they' re gone. and the smell is
harder to get rid of than your drunk
Uncle Ed at the family Christmas party.
The odor digs into the nostrils like a
chigger. making a gagging reflex the response to the former presence of these
scamps. An alarm should be placed
above each door to alert unsuspecting
students that an unbathed, undeoderized
creature is headed their way. This would
give the poor chaps a chance to begin
respiration through the mouth.
Chemistry lab fallout is the most
dangerous of the three odors, due to the
fact that the nature of the smell is unknown to anyone without a Ph.D .. in
chemistry. Certain atrocious elements.

see Smells on page 14

The outdoors is a good place for sleep
by Sarah Albers

linle thing took place, but that really intending to check my e-mail , or some
isn't the poi nt.
other pointless task.
This was j ust before it got cold
I was completely depressed and
I find it just amazing how certain
convinced that the entire wo rld was out enough that you had to wear a coat
small little things
affectyo ur life. A to get me. My class had gonen out early outside, when the wind was more a
leaf falling on yo ur head in the fa ll is not and I had 30 minutes to wait for a breeze and it was still nice enough outan uncommon occurrence, but that could meeting. I was ti red. and since my side. I decided to sit down on this marble
be the last straw and com- IT"'''"''===,;=:::;:;::===---------~-::---__:_n bench facing the street just
pletely ruin your day. I
outside the front doo rs of
realize that this isjust for
the BasicEngineering buildme. but when I put my
ing. Being tired, and since
hair in pigtails. I always
no one else was sitting there,
get a little more' excited
I moved the books around
and peppy.
in mybag8l\d made a pillow
This past week has
for my head and decided to
doze for a little while. Ilay
been tense for many of us
here. I am very much
~
there and looked up at the
photo by Ryan Shawgo gray sky trying t? make my
included. One of those
little things he lped
mtndstopsptnntngandltsthough"so I thought I might mention it meeting was in the Basic Engineering tened to the sounds of all of the people
to you so that maybe it could help you building (all the way across campus wal king by and the rustleofthe leaves in
too. Tobehonest ldon'trememberifit from TJ, making it pointless to walk
see Bench on page 14
was Monday or Tuesday when that back to my. room), I headed that way

Assistant Verve Editor

can

THE MINER MUSIC lEV IE'iI:
by Jimbob
Music Reviewer
Trick! ... but I'll settle for a treat!!!
Well, actually, there isn 't any trick or
treat,just gening prepped formy evening
dressedupasacondomthisyear. I figure
that all the people that know me would
appreciate the costume thought. Anyway, it's almost Halloween and ti me for
even more releases from ~ur favorite
bands, vocalists or whatever yo u want
to call them. I, faron e, have been waiting
forth atSpiceGirl release ... oohhh buddy
(sarcastically). Even one bener than
·that is Metallica's new relezse, Re-Ioad
.. .heh ... I knew the album was supposed
to be a double. but please ... didn ' t th nk
they needed two albums that really
sucked ... wi ll relate back on the next

review on the album.... blah.
Now, fo r those that are into group
participation, I was iold by one of our.
neighboring establishments that there
will bean Open Mic N ight at the Coffee
Grind on Thursdays. Sounds pretty
interesting. They say that it is just about
anythin g yo u feel li ke s ay in g.
screami ng ... well not real ly, but more of
a way for those that want to share
something with fellow Rolla-mites. No
LOUD music, it will have to be acoustic
i( playing a song ... but a PA will be
supplied.... sooo. for all those that are
talented and wan t to see, try, make an ass
out of themselves or be ado red by hundreds of peopl e, then check it out.
Jimbob
C D Releases :
Spice Gi rl s - Spice World 1114

Chocolate milk sparks
many deep thoughts
by Nick Skupnlk G.I. T.
Verve Writer
Sorry for my momentary lapse
lately. It' s just that lately things
have been hectic. I am sure you can
sympathize. Well. recently, I've
been doing a lot
ofthinking- not
all at once
though, you
know. no time
forit;justafew
thoughts here
and there, in and
out of wonderful dreams I've
had in classes.
You know the
feeling though,
right?
Well. just the other day, I was
eating dinner in theThomas Jefferson
Hal l cafeteria. I hadjusrfinished my
salad and was finishing up my roast
beef. I tho ught I was drinking chocolate milk. Then the mad end less
flurry of thoughts impaled themselves upon my brain.

UMR

Fall

Next week's film is "Rendezvous in
Paris." It is directed by Eric Rohmer and
stars Clara Bellar. Rohmer's 20th feature evokes the great tradition ofRenoir
and Ophuls. Still breaking new ground
at age 75, Rohmerhasadopted a striking,
rough-edged style. characterized by a
mobile hand-held camera that briskly
follows his restless young characters as
they scurry around Paris. P'aris itself is
portrayed with an affectionate intimacy
that sardonically acknowledges its durable cliches (the inescapable Eiffel
Tower), while also seeking out its overlooked and intriguing comers. This film
is in French with English subtitles.

First, the etemaI question: which
is truly better. blue or green? Myselt; I' ve always been partial to green.
But which is truly better? Blue is a
primary color, a staple in our everyday perception. Green, on the other
hand, is but a mixture, a concoction
ifyou will, ofblue andy ellow. Does
that make blue better because itc;ame
"first?" Or does that make green
better because it has all that blue has
and splices that with all
that yellow has? The argument goes back and
~
forth. Blueisthecolorof
r.
sorrow while green is but
•
of envy. Many great
things are blue, and many
,.
great things are green. The
list goes on and on. But I still like
green. Many "enlightened" ones
who m I have met over the years say
that since the uni verse is in,finitely
big, green is its center via the color
spectrum (don' t ask, long story).
And all ofthat wh ich I have j ust told
you went straight THROUGH my

S

see Milk on page 14

Film

Fest

This film will be screened on Tuesday, November 4 at '7 p.m. in ME 104.

Photocour1esy ofPerforming Ms

CiROOVERIl>E.R ANl) · THE YSYCHO REALM
Ozzie Ozbourne - The Ozzman Cometh
Ilnl
Sublime - Second Hand Smoke 11118
Metallica - Re-Load I 1118
The Cure - Galore 11 /28
The Deftones - Around the Fur I 1/28
The Doors - Box Set 11128
Kiss - Carnival of Souls 11128
Phish - Slip Stitch and Pass 11128
CD Reviews : Groo verider and The
Psycho Realm
Grooverider
The Prototype Years
Columbia
techno
Performance: 5
Sound Quality: 7
Are you ready to rumble? or are
yot! ready to have yo ur cerebral cortex

pummeled willi repetitious sounds of
electronicdrumsandbassnoises? Well.
I have a CD for you. I want to be honest
right away before I tell ya what's up
with th is CD. I like all kinds of music;
dance. rock. rap, classical, blues... you
name it. But techno is something that I
am starting to break into. I have heard
some stuff that is pretty cool and other
stuff that pretty much is annoying crap.
After listening to th is CD, I have
come to the decision that this is some of
that annoying crap. The album is a
compilation ofsongs by Ed Rush, Lemon
0 , Boymerang and Dill inga to name a
few. Un lessyouareupto date on techno
music, then these names wo uld have no
significance toya, but they are big names
out there. Anyhow, the album contains
10 songs by the previous mentioned

writers. taken.Jrom some of their greatest work. When they say greatest, I
don 't know if this can really be said to
be. j ust that since most of it is just a
sample of monotonous beats and
tones ...but hell. ifit can be danced to, it
is music .. .that is how I see it. Most of
the songs are really fast upbeat drums
cymbals clicks, a downbeat on the bass
drum and chords from a keyboard.
I have to say that I am not impressed by the album, but won't dog it
alone. I say again, I do like some techno,
but this stuff on this CD really isn' t
listenable, unless you are hallucinating
on strange medication. Overall. the
album is simple and I didn' t care for it.
I would suggest, however, 30methi ng by

see Music on page 14
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Irish Times:

.Be safe this Halloween

Organizations, get involved in the festivities!
by Dsnlel McCulley Jr.
St. Pst's Committee
Attention UMR organizations!
Would you like to lead your organization toa first place finish in St. Pat's this
year? Of course, everyone, does. Now
is the timeto start working toward the ultimate
goal of a first place trophy in your display
case. Here are a few tips
on how to accomplish
that goal.
First, you need to
elect a float chairman.
This person should be
creative and organized
and ready to showcase
your organization in this
year's 90~ annual St.
Pat 'sCelebration. Second, you need to find yourself a nice big
tree, dig it up, and get it registered as
soon as possible with Jeff Smith at
Triangle Fraternity (364-8968). Third,

you need to elect a follies/games chair- is going on with St. Pat's and your
man. This should be someone who is organization will have a voice in what
organized enough to make sure that your goes on during St. Pat 's. This isn ' t just
organization is well represented in each for fraternities and sororities, it's for all
ofthe games and follies. Floatand cudgel . organizations. We would love to have
are important, but without participa- reps from TJ and the Quad. Ifyou know
tion in Follies and Games someone could someone that you like to have represent
be taking home your you in St. Pat's, please contact Jasyn
first place trophy.
, Randazzo at randazzo@umr. eduor
Another way to get Dan McCulley at mcculley@umr.
involved in St. Pat's. edu.
and to make sure your
Freshmen, the snakes are coming!
organization is aware of Don't let them overrun Rolla Be preall the changes going on pared for the upcoming snake invasion.
this year. is to elect a Get your shillelagh soon because as any
baby representative.
upperclassmen can tell you, a dried out
These people are usu- shillelagh is more effective (not to menally freshmen or sopho- tion lighter) than one still holding the last
more wh<! are always snowfall.
wi IIing to hel p others or
So get ready, get organized and get
go above and beyond involved. The 90~ annual St. Pat's
the call of duty. Honor celebration is only 14 I daze away!
them by choosing them to represent you
inSt. Pat·s. Although you do not receive
·St. Pat's points for having a rep. it is an
advantage. You will always know what

!J{a{{oween

Tips and quips for writers:

Wired

words

by Barbara Baird
Center for Writing Tech.
The explosion ofthe technological
revolution produced new words we use
in everyday speaking and writing. Some
of us may not be aware of
the exact meanings ofthese
words. For those of you
who need to know, here
are definitions for some of
the new "wired words."
(Adapted from "The Everyday Writer," by Andrea Lunsford and Robert
Connors. New York: St.
Martin's Press, .1997)
• Cyber-preflX; online and '
digital.
• Cyberspace - information space between phones, computers, people.
• Digital - in a wired state.
• Digital Revolution - radical reshaping
and restructuring of social patterns
caused by digital technology.

;-)

• Emoticons - smal l graphical renderings
- composed of ASCII (American Standard Code for Infonriation Interchange)
characters; also known as "smileys;"
expressions of emotion which substitute for facial expressions and body
language; used in e-mail
postings, on-line work.
Exam ples of
emoticonsare: a wink ;-),
a smile :-), chagrin:-(,
shock(:o), and atouch of
sarcasm (:f).
• MUD - a multi-user
domain, dungeon or dimension;fromthe 1970's
game "Dungeons and
Dragons, "; a virtual
space, accessible via the Internet, where
players' participate in a new kind of
social virtual reality; players can choose
to create anonymous identities.
Quip: " What is written without
effort is read without pleasure." -Samuel
Johnson.

by JI;Istin Ryan
Wesley Foundation

Halloween 1997 is going to be a fun
and exciting eventnotonly forthe young
children of Rolla but also for UMR
students. Project Halloween is a combined Residential Life and Greek Life
service project. It is a neighborhood
watch from 5:30 p.m. to II p.m. on
October 31! The UMR students will
helpthechildrenofRollahaveasafeand
happy night on the town trick-or-treating. The project is coordinated by
PanhellenicCounciland the Rolla Police
Department. If you are interested in
joining Proj eet Halloween, you can check
in at the Rolla Police Department anytime during the neighborhood watch. If
you have any questions about Project
Halloween contact Kate Wasem
(wijsem@umr.edu).

Do you like a good haunted house?
Ifso, let me invite you to the third annual
Wesley Haunted House! This year's
theme will be " Passage into the
Netherworld." The admission fee will
be $3 and it will start at 7 on Oct.31 and
Nov. I.
This year, part of the house will be
decorated like a funeral parlorcomplete
with casket. The other rooms will be
related to all the other creepy stuff that
comes out at night. The house has some
very large rooms and hasanice basement
so the walk through wi ll be quite extensive. Planning for this has gone on for
two weeks now, so please come out and
give us a chance to scare you stiff1
The Welsey House is located at
403 W. 8th Street. That's two blocks

Concert update:

at
south of Castleman, right across from
the post office. If you would like to
know any other infolmation about the
Haunted House, please give us a call at
364-1061. We'lIse<! you there!

All shows are in St. Louis unless otherwise noted
Courtesy of Jimbob.

10/30
10/3 1

11/2

11/3
11/4
11 /6

1117
11/8

3414235

fiappenings

by Melanie Overholt
Panhellenic Council

II/I

Ad
Here

dark, scary street. After all, you
don't want to hit that little ghoul or
Verve Editor
goblin looking for some YW;my
Halloween is one ofthe few fun
munchies.
times that we have during the year.
Furthermore, when walking to
We should get the day off. The that party Friday night liressed up in
wonderful people above us don't your vampire or witch suit, try to
think so...
respect the presence ofthose miniaAnyway, Halloween is also a tureghostswalkingbyyou. Rememtime of aware'
. ber, they're
ness and in- ~
.
p,robably just
creased safety
as scared ofyou
as you are of
amongusall. As
college stuthem.
dents in a rural town, w~ often forget
Seriously, though, Halloween
that there are other residents in Rolla is a holiday with ol1e of the highest
Many of these residents are small crime and accident rates out of the
children. Halloweenisaholidaythat whole year. Most children are too
they look forward to the whole year.
occupiedwithaccumulatingthemost
We, as responsible adults, must re- candy that they forget that there are
spect their anticipation and excite- cars out there. {\nd the drivers of
ment by being extra aware of their those cars probably can'! see the
existence on the streets ofRolla while sll)all trickers until they are right on
they're trick-or-treating. Drive top ofthem. So, besafe,beawareand
slowly and cautiously down that have a fun time doing it!

by Jeffrey Leong

11 /9
II/II

Sister Machine Gun w/ Prong @ Galaxy
Primus @ American
Powerman 5000 @ American
Everclear @ Mississippi Nights
Letters to Cleo wi Our Lady Peace @
Mississippi Nights
Corey Stevens @ Galaxy
Tonic @ Mississippi Nights
Southern Culture on the Skids @ Mississippi
Nights
Matchbox 20 @ American Theatre
10,000 Maniacs @ Mississippi Nights
Soup Kitchen @ The Coffee Grind - Rolla
Morissey .@ American
Veruca Salt @American
Pat Metheny Group @ American
U2 @Trans World Dome
Big Head Todd and the Monsters @ Missis
sippi Nights
Tribute to Oliver Sain @ Mississippi Nights
Primus, Powerman 5k @ American
G-Love w/ Special Saucer@MississippiNights
Bob Dylan @ Fox Theatre

Mike Watt @ Side Door
Overkill @ Galaxy
Genesis @ Fox Theatre
Paula Cole @ Mississippi Nights
11/l3
Todd Rundgren @ Mississippi Nigh_ts
11 / 15
Rose Colmed Glasses @ The Coffee Grind in
Rolla
11/17
Fleetwood Mac @ Kiel Center
Entombed @ Galaxy
11119
Puff Daddy & Family @ Kiel Center
Johnathon Butler @ Mississippi Nights
11 /22
Smash mouth @ The Galaxy
11126
The Cramps @ Mississippi Nights
11/30
Fiona Apple @ American Theatre
1214
Atari Teenage Riot @ The Galaxy
1215
Amy Grant @ Kiel Center
Cl!ce Winans @ Kiel Center
Michael W. Smith@ Kiel Center
12/5-6
Soup Kitchen @ The Coffee GA!)d in Rolla!
12/ 10
The Deftones @ Mississippi Nights
12111
The Rolling Stones@TransWorldDome
12112-13 EverspinningReal@Rockin'R'in St.Robert
12/25
NIL-8 @ Mississippi Nights
I.I/12
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Miner football shuts
out Mo. Western 17-0 '
by Jonathan Erdman

Sports Editor
After coming off a 17-0 win
against the Missouri Western Griffons, the University of MissouriRolla football team will face off
against the Missouri Southern State
College Lions for MSSC's homecomiQggame.
The Miners shutout the Griffons Saturday, Oct., 25 with all 17
points scored during the first half of
the game. The Griffons opened up
play by returning the kick off for 15
yards to their own 19. Next down,
the Griffons' quarterback, Jare! Posey,
fired a 51 yard pass to land Mo . Western on the Miner 30. UMR halted the
Griffons advance and received control
of the ball on its own 26 after an in- .
complete pass by Posey on the fourth
down. The Miners then responded
with a steady advance against the Griffo ns, which eventually led to a touchdown for UMR after 12 plays and a
little over four minutes.
The next drive that resulted in
a score began with a 32 yard punt by
David McCorm ack, afte r w hich
Miner Tom Ben-a~si recovered a
fumble made by G riffon David
Procter on the return attempt. The
Miners then ran for 17 yards in a three
play drive to score a touchdown and
make the score 14-0. After receiving
the kick and returning it for no yards,
the Griffons pushed the ball to the '
Miner 35 in nine plays. The Miners
regained control of the ball on an interception by Miner Bobby Barton
at the Miner 18. The Miners scored a
field goal after 14 plays and six minutes and 45 second s, which would be
the last score of the game.
The Miners had two running
backs ru~ for 100 yards against the

Griffons. Elliot Jackson ran for 107
yard s, and Brad Clarke ran for 100
yards, making the game the third time
in UMR's hi story th at the Miners
have had twO running backs run for
100 yards. It was the first time since
a 1993 game against Southwest Baptist University, when Mike Wise and
Ernest Brown achieved the same performance. Miner Coach Jim Anderson believes that his team performed
well during the game against the Griffons .
'" tbought that we played extremely well on both sides ofthe football. We ran a new offense, and executed it almost flawlessly. Matt
Bruckner had an excellent game. It was
probably one of the best played games
that we've had in several years,"
Anderson said.
The Miners have a few injuries
going in to the game against the lions.
"We're pretty banged up. Jason
Wagoner isn't 100 percent. David
McCormack has an ankle injury, and
didn't play in anything other than
punting last game," Anderson said .
The Miners lo st a clo se game
to MSSC in the 1996 homecoming
game by a score of21-25. The Miners will play MSSC thi s Saturday for
the Lions homecoming game . Anderson expects a good game.
"It's their homecoming down in
Joplin. I think our football team is
getting healthier. Our players have a
good atti tude. I anticipate having a
good football game," Anderson said.
"Missouri Southern is a good, solid
football team. We had a good performance against Missouri Western,
which our players needed. We just
need to work hard these last three
games of the year. "

Miner Match-up
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UMR Miners
at
Missouri Southern
Site: Joplin, Mo.
Date: Nov. 1, 1997
Time: 2:30 p.m. COT

1997 Record
UMR:2-6
Mo. Southern: 4-3
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Missouri Mi ner -------------- 1'0," 7

Sports

Junior Collin Miller attempts to tackle Charles Spencer of Missouri Western in the Miners game
agaist the Griffons. The Miners defeated the Griffons 17-0, to make their record 2-6.
.
Photo by Brian Holley

Lady Miner soccer loses to Southwest
Missouri State; will take on Bulldogs

by Todd Monroe

have aim at the conference championship. The Lady Miners are scheduled
Sta'fWriter
to start at 5 p.m. with the men following
The University of Missouri-Rolla at 7 p.m. Lady Miner Amanda
women '5 soccer team next takes -on Gilbertson said of the game, "They
Truman State, tonight at home. This is [Truman State] are ranked right below
reported to be one of the ~iggest, if not us in the region. It will be a very, very
the most anticipated, games of the year, good game."
The Lady Miners also host anfor both the women and rnen '5 teams.
Everyone must try to attend and show other game here on Saturday, Nov. I,
support for the Miners and Lady Min- gametime slated for 6 p.m. when the
ers. The Lady Miners have a shot at UMR women take on Bellarmine. The
reaching the soccer tournament at the men play that afternoon as well, at 6
end of the regular season and the men p.m., versus Lincoln.
The Lady Miners are hoping to
rebound off of a 5-1 Monday night loss
to Division I team Southwest Missouri
State at Springfield, Mo. The Miners
one goal came on a through goal scored
by Natalie Sanders.
According to Gilbertson this loss
came at a good time in the season, and
explained when she said, "We can work
out some of the kinks on the field, in
order to finish the season strong. They
are a Division I team so this loss will

probably not affect us. "
When questioned as to what specifically needed to be worked on she
said, "Mostly it was a communication
problem between the defense. After that
game the team knows what we need to
do.
" We had a team meeting and
worked things out We had a team meeting at the beginning of the season and set
a goal that we were going to win 12
games. After our 13th win we met again
and reset goals that we would win the
rest of our games."
Coach Mark Salisbury agreed and
said that it was an opportune time fo r a
loss, for the team to recognize that it is
not perfect and to learn ITom the defeat.
He heavily encouraged crowd attendance
at tonight's game against Truman State.
No inj uries were reported ITom
the team.
Saturday'S home games against
Central Arkansas were canceled due to
severe weather and are not reported to
be rescheduled.

in Sports?
you like to ...

~_JL _L~

UMR: Offense- Mit! Brueckner (OB), Elliot Jackson (WR), Jason
Wagoner (TB)
Defense- /' 'an Lewis (DL) , Jeff Fulks (DB)

this applies to you please contact Jon Erdman at erdman@umr . edu
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UMR Cross Country to
compete in Great Lakes
Regional next weekend
Saylor to improve on his subpar fini sh
at the MlAA C hampion ships. The
Mi ners, ran ked 10th in the most recent
Great Lakes Regio n Poll, shou ld fi nish
in the top 10 at Regionals barring inj ury
or other unfottunate ci rcumstances.
Two interesting variables in this
race should be the weather, which has
been cold and snowy in Wisconsin, and
how the Miners respond to a ten kilometer race versus an eight kilometer race
which they have been runn ing through
most of the year.
The Lady Miners have the capability to surprise some people and jump
into the top half of tearns at regionals.
But in order for this to happen UMR
needs to have solid performances from
sophmore Sheri Lentz, senior Tracy
Jones and senior Jennifer Frazer. Each
of these ladies has lead the team at one
race or another during the season and
they must step up together at regionals
for tJie Lady Miners to have a strong
showing. The weather may be a factor
in the women's race as well.

by Brad Neuville
Assistant Sports Editor
The UMR Miner and Lady
Miner cross country tearns will travel
to Kenosha, Wi sconsin next weekend
to participate in the Di vision II Great
Lakes Regional. The meet will be held
on Sarurday, November 8 at the UWParkside cross coun try course with the
individual and tearn winners advancing
to the national meet held at the same
course on November 28.
Look for the men to be once again
lead by senior Ben Mu lvaney who has
been the Miner 's top fini sher in each
race this season despite some nagging
injuries. Mulvaney is not without team
sup port, however, as the Miners have
solid two through seven men who like
to run in a pack. Junior Matt Hagen
has finished in the number two position at each meet. Senior C raig
McCau ley a nd sophmo re Kevin
Johnson have s hown La te seaso n
strength . Al so look for jun ior Dan

M-Cluh Athlete
B.J.

This Week's Athlete
of the week is freshman
soccer forward B.l .
Stuhlsatz. Stuhlsatz scored
twice, including the game
winner, against Missouri
Baptist on October 19.
Stuhlsatz is the team leader
in points with sixteen, and
goals with seven.

of the week
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Miner Match-up

UMR Miners
Cross Country
at
Great Lakes Regiona.1
Site: UW-Parkside
Kenosha, WI.
Date: Saturday, Nov. 8th ,
1997
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by Brad Neuville
T he UMR M iner a nd Lady
Miner Cross Country teams competed
in the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Associ ation Conference Champion ships on Saturday, October 25 in
Maryville, Mi ssouri at the Maryvill e
Country Club. The men fin ished in
foutth place with 106 points while the
women fini shed in seventh place with
160 points.
The men were lead on ~e again by
senior Ben Mulvaney who crossed the
fi nish line in 25 :45.5 good for foutth
place in the eight kilo meter race. Des p ite the fourth p lace fin ish,
Mulvaney's time actu ally broke the
course reco rd of 25: 53.0 set by Jon
Wil ks of Mi sso uri So uth ern who
Mul vaney beat in this race. The three
ru nne rs who fini s hed a head of
Mul vaney were all fro m Central Missouri State who fi nished fi rst with onl y
23 points.

It's not the size of th e dog in the
fight, but the size o f the fight in
the dog .
- Arc hie Griffen , two - ti me
Helsm an winner (5 '9 ")
Th e re 's no s ubstitute fo r guts .
- Paul " Bear " Bryant
I rea ll y lack t h e w o rd s to
compli me nt myse lf today.
- Alberto Tomba

.'

WE WANT YOUR COMM'ENl'S POSITIVE
OR NEGATIVE SO THAT WE CAN GIVE ·
~ Y? ~ff HE BEST ~~,~S ~~LE SERViCE ~

We mus t e ith e r find a way o r
make o ne .
- Hannibal
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M u Ivaney was fo llow~d on the
team by j unior Matt Hagen who placed
13th in 26 :38. 1. Next for the Miners
was senior Craig McCauley at 27: 11.1
a nd s ophm ore Kevin Jo hn so n at
27, 12.3 placing 26th and twenty-seventh respectively. Rounding out the
scoring for the Miners was junior Dan
Saylor who finished in 36th pl ace with
a time of27 :59.7.
Rou nding out the varsity squad
for the Miners was so phmore Joh n
Sanders who crossed in 28 :59.9, freshman Tim Albers who fin ished in 29 :33.7
and j unior Josh Sales who crossed the
fini sh line in 3 1:58.5.
The men, who.came into the meet
ranked l Oth in the Great Lakes Region,
fin ished ahead of Truman State and
Pittsburg State, ranked third and seventh, respectively, but fai led to beat
un ranked Emporia State who fini shed
third, j ust three points ahead of UMR.
The Lady Miners were lead by
sophmore Sheri Lentz who fi nished in
2 1st place with a time of 20 :26.0 in the

III nspi rational

The wil l to win is importa nt, but
the will to prepare is vita l.
- Joe Paterno

GREEK SALAD . SPINACH PIE .. 8"KLAVA

c

.0

b

Cross Country fin ds the going
rou gh at MIAA Championships

• GYROS . SOUV1AKI • HOMEMADE lAsAGNA.
':.

.-S._ _

Miners: Ben Mulvaney (1 st, 2nd, 5th. & 19th finishes) , Matt Hagen (2nd. 3rd, 26th, & 39th fi nishes)
Lady Miners: Jennifer Frazer (3rd, 3rd, & 10th finishes), Tracy Jones (6th, 8th , & 10th finishes)

Assistant Sports Editor

Stuhlsatz

•

,-

ll

quotes

· Winning is not a some time thing ;
it's a n all time thing . Yo u don 't win
o nce in a while , you don't do things
right o nc e in a while , you do them
right a ll the time . Winning is ha bit.
Unfo rtu nate ly, s o is losing ."
- Vince Lombardi
It's like wre stling a gorilla . You do n't
q uit w he n yo u' re tire d- you q uit
whe n tne gorill a is
tired .
- Robert Strauss
The will to win is impo rta nt, but the
will to pre pare is vital.
- Joe Paterno

five kil ometer race. Following closely
behind were teammates junior Sheryl
Ziccardi in 28th place at 20:37.5, senior
Jennifer Frazer in 30th place at 20:40.5
and senior Tracy Jones in 34th place at
20:56.7. Round ing out the scoring for
the Lady Mi ners was sen ior Mindy
Settles who fini shed in 22:08.0 good
fo r 47th place.
Seni or Serena Jagtiani finished
sixth on the tearn with a time of23 :45.5.
She was followed by fre shman Julia
Kuseski at 25 :24.4 and sophmore Julie
Nowakowski at 25:24.4.
Notthwest Missouri State won
on the women '5 side, placing four of
their top fi ve fi ni shers in the top 10,
with a score of 29 points.
Both teams wil l look to improve
on their fini shes at conference at next
weekends Division II Great Lakes Regional meet in Kenosha, Wisconsin on
Satu rday, November 8. The top individual and lOp tearn fro m the regional
meet advance 10 nationals in Kenosha
on Sarurday, November 28.

No

Show me a guy who's afraid to
look bad . and I'll show you a guy
you can beat every time.
-Lou Brock
Don ' t loo.k b ack . S o me thing
might be gaining o n yo u.
- Satchel Paige
Trounce is g o od, De bacle is
be tte r!
- Brad Neuville
Nobody c limbs mountains for
scientific re asons . S c ience is
use d to rais e mo n e y for the
e xpe ditions, but you really climb
for the hell of it.
- Sir Edmund Hillary
The ga me isn't over till it's over.
- Yogi Berra

Quotes obtained from the intemet.
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St~dent:

$12.00 (limit 2 per I.D.)
Public: $15.00
Tickets Available Now at the UCE Ticket Window
.Limited Number

of Student Tickets Available

For more info call 341-4220

Warning:
Explicit Content
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Miner Scores & Stats

"

Cross. COl!lntry-Men's

ICross Country-Women's I

TRUf!
!

I

Men~'

Golf

October 20-21
Comfort Inn North/Drury Classic

Mo. Western
UMR

UMR - 12th /15

-- 0

8UTCHAN

.-17

First Quarter
UMR--Ed Starks 5 yd. run\ Brandon Risner kick (8:09)
Second Quarter
UMR--Elliot Jackson 3 yd . . n, .Risn1lr kick (13:37)
UMR--Risner 24 yd . field gqaJ}(~)(33)
Third Quarter
No score
Fourth Quarter
No score

T25. Bob Naugle, 163; T40. Ryan Twley, 169; T42.
Eric Fryatt, 170; T64. Mike Essenpreis, 181; T67.
Brad Neuville, 183.

Team Statistics
FlrstD~wns

Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Passes-Att-Comp-Int
Total Yards
PuntS-Average
Fumbles-Lost
Time of Possession

Soccer

MWSC
11
29-106
112
29-11 -2
218
4-37.0
3-2
20:06

UMB
20
70-331
39
8-4-0
370
5-35.8
1-0
39:54

MINJ

Rushing: MWSC--Charles Spencer 20-89, Jerel Posey 5-8,
Regi Trotter
~-5, Cedric Williams 1-4. UMR--Elliot Jackson 13-107, Brad
Clarke 19-100, Ed
Starks 22-93, William Feickert 5-22, Matt Brueckner 11-9.

Women
SW Missouri State - 5
UMR-1

Passing: MWSC-Jerel Posey 21-8-1-97, Cedric Williams 83-1-15.
UMR-David McCormack 24-7-0-75, Matt Brueckner 8-4-039.

UJH£RE ~
IIRc

Receiving: MWSC-Brent Burnside 3-62, Daniel Proctor 327, Charles
Spencer 3-11, Keith Parker 2-12. UMR-Sam Petty 3-26, Elliot
Jackson 1-13.

Men
Drury -1
UMR-O

WOmEN

ARt

UMR Tackle Leaders: Greg Hayes, Dean DeSherlia and Willie
. Halliburton
6 each.

AIVO ~Jll

ARE

UMR Interceptions: Greg Hayes 1-6, Bobby Barton 1-0.

/'I EI(VO

Statistics courtesy of UMR Sports informa rlOn
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Comics
DAVE

by David Miller

TRUE!
a

J

That's Jake

you COULD IM~
Source: Sh.lpt! Jf-)6

-

I

MOf.IEY AWVWMEItE
... WHY'O 'IW
SETTLE It.!

.I

~E8RASl<M

Only 28 percent of us get eight or'more
hours of sleep per night.

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
~

~~~~----~ r~~--~--~

MINER ADJUSTMENTS

ByC.Jantes
/ DON'T G£T WHV / F TI-IE;<c lIRe-ALL OF TJlE5£LONELY
Sf.lePI/£Rb-NOPW!9NN~!365

aUT THE!? 6 WHV / (!ANI,

6'G7 A DArE! ...
WI1£RE MEN

ARc MeN,
WOht£H
ANt ~E.W,
AND .$J.lEEP ~
A/?E
If £ I{ vot.JS,..
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Diversions

cereJ11 0n

(rampage

. 'is ded
engiOeer d!h
fes5 10nan na
pro 1lte!'lalio

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Track event
5 ExecU!lve's
asslstams
10 H's before
finish or flash
15 Sign o!
healing
19 Ironwood
tree
20 Jeopardy
21 Candle or
numerat
22 Lake, In n&1y
23 Start o!
holiday
legend
27 Asian festival
28 Lohengrin's
bride
211 Hemsley
sitcom
30 Love, to Luigi
31 Spindle lor a
wheel
32 Carroll or
Anita
34 Former
chess champ
36 Road goo
37 Special
viewpoi nts
40 lnlormal
eatery
41 Slave, ln
ancient
Sparta
43 English
Quaker
leader
44 Prepare the
leftovers
45 Legendary
Swiss hero
46 Tourist stop

attend
In India
91 Gram or pest
50 Legend
starter
continues
55 Random pile 94 DuHe~s
dream
56 Promlnem
95 Scarlett was
57 Measuring
one
Instrumem
S6-drlve
58 Slight trace
117 Hot wine
511 Barcelona
bravos
bevera~e
1111 Desert n
60 Twisted
Asia
cotton thread
100 He's called
81 Area of
,he Vener·
expert/se
able"
62 Valuable
65 Lehmann 01 101 Nautical
assent
opera
104 End 01
- 66 Diversified
legend
67 One type 01
110 Wild buffalo
business
01 India
68 He had a "gl~"
111 Bailey or
complex '
Whlte
69 River In
112 Loes or
England
Louise
70 Moumaln
113 Chest sound
nymph
01
114
Anagram
71 French
Impressionist
rusl
115 Long-ago
72 Proceed In
White House
lace 01
nickname
danger
76 Pub missile 116 Frlendly,ln
- Soho
n Legend
117 Burden
continues
DOWN
81 Otherwise
1 Off one's
82 Road to
rocker?
Rome?
21sraeU
83-media
seaport
84 One 01 the
3 CandyAleutians ·'
machine
85 Taste with
pleasure
feature
4 Line or lock
87 Most Important essential
starter
5 Paper cones
811 Failed to

as comalners
6 Uptight
7 General
region
8 Sudden,
violent attack
II Polly
Holliday, on
"Alice"
10 Schoolbook
11 LInger close
by
12 Veme's
captain
reverses
himself?
13 Large, lancy
marble
14 H's belore
shot or step
15 Bridge coup
16 Bruce or
Sebastian
17 Greek
shopping
mall?
18 Plant.pest
24 Barber's call
25 Counterfeit
26 French
composer
31 Cancel, In a
way
32 Prejudice
33 Pay to play
34 Membranes
35 Staunch
conlederate
37 Health resort
38 Leases one's
property
39 Wild ox
40 Financial
troubles I
41 Evade

commnmem
42 South. Pacific
Island
44 Natural
sweetener
45 Greenland
settlemem
47 Supennatural
spirit
48 Stormed
49 One who
Imitates
51 Disturbed the
mace
52 rult product
53 Stir up public
opinion
54 Throws the
dice
58 Cylindrical
and tapered
60 Dark, olive
green
61 WWlbattle
site
62 Snake or
Sea
63 Unique
things
64 Takes to the
Ice
65 Cruise ship
66 Looks at
attentively
67 Style 01
dome?
68 Grass cutter
69 Nautical
command
71 Bike or boat
starter
73 Govemment
edict
74 Prepares flax
75 Grafted, In

heraldry
Hindu,god o!
destruction
78 Actor
Jannlngs
711 Hamlet, for
one
80 Complete
lallure
86 Church part
87 Full 01 small,
round stones
88 Hodgepodge
89 Carnival
avenue
110 ArrCIN polson
91 Egypt's
Sadat
112 Noted Indian
leae'er
93 Proxy
95 Council table
96 Island
betwaen
Luzon and
Mi ndanao
98 Best-seiling
author
88 Very willing
100 Harass
pettily
101 Arkin or Aida
102 River to the
Yellow Sea
103 WindClNs 01
the soul?
105 Choose
106 Word on the
society' page
107 Los Angeles
player
108 Genetic
substance
108 Test or claim
starter '

iO
feisional
____ !hatEng
II CO
lea>""
.'
P'neering
tradl!lC
gl .
remo
~eel nngct. a
major AmenC3fl
versiues wi!hen~
luJl1l,andhasahc
Over 25 years·
Eligible stud

n

UMR ~den~WI

tersofgt1lduano n
curricujum. ApP
be handed inlO
Engineenng'sof!i
later!han !'lovem
Sl5isrequired and
certificale, steel n
ship in !he Order I
Formoreinfo

nspe@umr . edt!

d 684557.

6. The inlelViews \
~blic, but only pn
liewthe candidales.
Anyone wantin
opinion aboul any
m.!y submit a writb
rourdaysoftheinler

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ l

SGA. Final recomn

FACTOI'DS
The Eisenhower interstate system requires that one mile in every five must be straight. These
straight sections are usable as airstrips in times of war or other emergencies.
The Boslon University Bridge (o n Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts) is the only
_place in' the world where a boat can sail under a train driving under a car driving under an airplane.

cade by !he preside

Columbia University is the second largest landowner in New York City, after the Catholic
Church .

~ Govemor Mel CID

(([ 14. HCI~lIthel
IIIIdidales who will

Cai's urine glows under a black light.

IIPlOvaibeforeiakil

Back in the mid to late 80' s, an IBM compatible computer wasn ' t considered a hundred perce
compatible unless it could run Microsoft's Flight Simulator.
The first Ford cars haP Dodge engines.

Cats have over one hundred vocal sounds, while dogs only have about ten.
Leonardo Da Vinci invented the scissors.
Our eyes are always the same size from birth, bUI our nose and ears neve'r stop
growing.
David Prowse was Ihe guy in the Darth Vader suit in Star
Wars. He spoke all of Vader's lines, and didn't know that he
was going to be dubbed over by James Earl Jones until he saw
the screening of the movie.

Credil Cani f
for fraterniti~

It takes about a half a gallon of water to cook macaroni, and about a gallon to clean the pot.

&·gioups. Ar
organizationca

In Ihe last 4000 'years, no new animals have been domesticated.

$S,IIOiVISAa
Call 1·800.932.
Qualified calli

Babies are born without knee caps. They don't appear until the child reaches 2-6 yean; of age .
The,highest point in Pennsylvania is lower than the lowesl.point in Colorado.

Many hamsters only blink one eye at a time.

FREEr-s

Nutmeg is extremely poisonous if injec:ted intravenously.
Barbie's measurements ifshe were life size: 39-23-33.
February 1865 is the only month in recorded history not to have a full moon.

If you have three quarters, four dimes, and four pennies, you have $ 1. 19. You also have the
largest amount of money in coins without being able to make change for a dollar.

Montpelier, Vermont is the only U.S. state capital without a McDonalds.

The most common name in the world is Mohammed.

The Pentagon, in Arlington, Virginia, has twice as many bathrooms as is necessary. When it was
built in the 19405, the state of Virginia still had segregation laws requiring separate toilet facilities
for blacks and whites.

Michael J!)rdan makes more money from Nike annually than all
of the Nike factory workers in Malaysia combined.

No word in the English language rhymes with month.
The cruise liner, Queen Elizabeth II , moves only six inches for each gallon of diesel that it bums.

~

The first toilet ever seen on television was on
"Leave It To Beaver".

There are two credit cards for every person in the United Siaies.
Isaac Asimov is the only author to have a book in every Dewey-decimal category.

~

No NFL team which plays its home games in a
domed stadium has ever won a Superbowl

is no t'line I
,.-ThisM

In the greal fire of London in 1666lialf of London was
burnt down bUI only 6 people were injured.

'''liP DA's lilesmOVing I~

- From the Internet

~US,ular~
1 YSlrOpt
-800-57;

~~~s=====~==_=_=

____________________________________________ ____________
__
- - --~
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Ceremony
from page 1
engineer "is dedicated to hislher
profession and the public it serves. "
The National Society ofProfessional Engineers (NSPE) is
pleased that it could bring this engineering tradition to UMR. the
steel ring ceremony is held at most
major American and Canadian universities with engineering curriculums, and has a history dating back
over 25 years.
Eligible stud~nts include any
UMR students within two ·semesters ofgraduation in an engineering
curricujum. Applications should
be handed into the Dean of
Engineering's office, 101 ERL, no .
later than November 14. A fee of
$15 is required and includes a framed
certificate, steel ring and member- .
sh ip in the Order of the Engineer.
For more information, contact
nspe@urnr. edu or Sarah Maxon
at 3§ 8-4557 .

Bill Nave

saved these

.kids .from drowning, but he's
not a lifeguard .
Verleeta Wooten found
several new stars, but

Curator
from page 2

,tholic

Louis Student Governing Association .
They must be submitted by November
6. The interviews will be open to the
public, but on ly presidents will interview the candidates.
Anyone wanting to give his or her
opinion about any of the candidates
may submit a wfitten opinion within
four days ofthe interviews tot he UMSL
SGA. Final recommendations wi II be
made by the presidents and submitted
to Governor Mel Carnahan by Novem. ber 14. He will then select one of the
candidates who will await state senate
approval before taking office.

she's not an astronomer.

And Ivan Neal put out
a lo~ of fires , but he's
not a firefighter.

FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000

thepol

Credit Card fundrai sers
for fraternities, sororities
8. groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SIllRT_

hav, the

~

rt~~]

These are teachers. But to the
kids they reach, they're heroes.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call1-800-45-TEACH.

This is no time to turn back .
Keep MDA's lifesaving research
moving forward .

" ' " APublic Servlceol

~~ This Publication

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

Photos: Robin Sachs
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Bench
from page 5
the trees. I could hear the people ' s
voices, but they were d istant enough
that I couldn ' t make out what they were
saying. I felt li ke I was apart from it all,
but still there.
I grew up in the country and I
almost miss being outside. I just loved
being able to lay there on that bench and
not have to do anything, but just be
there. I don ' t know how long I was
there, I must have fallen asleep, because
I got the feeling that someone was looking at me. I opened my eyes and looked
up and there was a professor wearing
spectacles, a 30's style hat, and a bow
tie. He looked at me, smiled and said,
"The old man who gave us that bench
would be glad to know that someone is
usingi!."
Immediately embarrassed I sat up

Milk
from page 5
head while I thought I was drinking
chocolate milk.
Next, I thought of the answerto
life, the universe, and everything
...you guessed it, 42. Because The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
defines it as the answer or because
the probability that everything was
created by random chance is 10 to the
42nd power (who knows?), 42 raced
through my head. Then came the
related (mostly) questions. What
did it mean? What did it really
signi fY? Is illruly the answer? What
is the question? Why is that guy
, staring at me? (That scared me .. .)
What could it mean? What is 6 x 7?
No, wait, I know the answer to that
one ... 24 backwards, twice 21, halfof
84; any way you look at it, 42 exists.
And it exists for a purpose. If for
nothing else, it exists but to race
tbrough my head at this moment in
time, when I think l'mdrinking chocolate milk.
Then I thought of the " Magic
Circle." My fri end Pat Bresnahan,

and the man laughed. I smiled and
repl ied, " It is comfortab le. I miss being
outside."
I don ' t remember hi s response, but
I think he menti oned the man who donated the bench to the uni ve rsity. I
li stened politely and then he left me
alone again with my bench.
As he we nt in, the first person
showed up ri ght about that time for my
meeting. I regretted the intrusion into
my calmness, but you know, I hadn 't
felt that relaxed in such a long time. I am
not sure if it was me, the bench (which
really isn ' t mine, but for all practical
purposes was), or maybe (this is going
to s"und superstitious) even the guy
who donated the bench that made me feel
better. Whatever it was, it was such a
small thing, but it really worked.
I recommend my bench to anyone
who wants to relax for a wbile, but I had
better remind you that marble gets really
cold in this type of weather!

Music
fram page 5
Trigger Hippie, one o f the better European techno groups out there that I do
like. I say to pass on thi s one unless it
is ademo... like this one .. .Nyah.-Jimbob
The Psycho Realm
Columbia
rap
Performance: 6
Sound Quality: 7
The Psycho Realm is one of the
newest members to join the Cypress
Hill family. The Psycho Realm is Louis
Freese, Gustavo and Jack Gonzalez.
These guys have that flavor that I personally like when listening to rap. There
are so many groups out there whose
freesty le of rapping is too strange to me.

Everytime I heara Iyricistjustrambleon
a mic, where there isn' t a downbeat that
can be felt or heard in a song, it sounds
like noise to me. Groups like House of
Pain, Ice T, LL Cool J and Cypress Hill
are just some of the few that I do like.
After sticking this CD in and listening to it for close to two hours, I have to
say these guys are pretty cool. The
rhythm tracks that they rap to are pretty
simple, sampled repeats, but still effective and have a certain niche to them. I
like it. The album has a decent collection
of tracks for a first release, a whopping
14 each having a minimum playtime of
two minutes, 39 seconds and the longest
being five minutes, II seconds. The
song "Stone Garden" isone of my favorites cuz it has that evil feel to it having
vocals similar to that of Onyx, Boo Ya
Tribe and backups with Cypress ... .a
pretty Phat song.

Wednesday, October 29, H

(Jeto

Every album will have its ups an
downs and one of them is the Son
"Temporary Insanity" ... it is one ofth
few songs on the album where th~
ramble stuff goes on, but hey, differer
strokes for different folks. The albur
isn't a club dance album, kinda shoul
figure that out withjust their name ... Th
Psycho Realm. The music chosen a
thei~ base, or rhythm in most of th
songs is pretty cool, mellow head bot
bin stuff... but nothing that gets yo
dizzy. I would have to say songs lik
" Love Letter," because of its interlud
intro .. .its pretty funny, and " Premon
tions" would have t6 mark the high en
of the favoring table.
I would suggest that those that III
into gangsta rap, or those that are int
eerie, siriist,<r tunes, then this is a def, I)cpaDr. Caterpill~
·. ,fIntel'll'':
nite plus for you. Get your copy, :"...
MECHELEI
should have been released last Tuesda~ ~umGPA: 2.7~
",.,p released tlY
lOR!< LOCATION:

<t\Kl'tSTCO.opw
~ SF$SION DATE
l.iOOUSf24-DECEMI

owner of the " Raspberry Truffle"
(see Missouri Miner, October 8th
issue), enlightened me on to the
" Magic Circle": Hoses => Eggs =>
Birthdays (back to Hoses ... , hence
the " Circle"). It's all so simple now.
Hoses, eggs, birthdays - why didn't
I think of thi s earlier? Why did
something so nonsensical make so
much sense to me? Why do we park
on driveways and drive on patkways? Why? "Y"? " Y". Why " Y"?
Why not "Y"? Why am I troubled
so? Why am I troubled NOW when
I am drinking my " chocolate" milk?
Then carne the "what ifs." First,
I thought ofa II the psychological and
philosophical what ifs. Then I
thought, " What if I could think of a
world without hypothetical situations?" Bun stopped thinking about
that relatively soon. I went back to
drinking my " chocolate" milk.
Many more thoughts plagued
me the entire time I thought I was
drinking chocolate milk. I felt that
something was wrong. Something
was catastrophically wrong. . I
thought I was drinking chocolate
milk, but then I looked down and saw
that it was white.

~arioDmeeting :

Smells
from page 5
including sul fur, have a favored status
with the chemistry department. I often
feel as if I've wandered into the brimstone lair of Mephistopheles as I pass
by the labs. It seems that the freshmen
students are forced to work with the
revolting 16th atom man y times, as if
handling it was a Darwinian test to weed
out the weaker kids. The chemistry
professors have somehow become immune to the noxious aromas. They can
walk through thick, roiling fogs ofdeadly
chemicals and come out almost unscathed, but with fewer nose hairs.
No nnally, the gases roaming the labs
would kill a large herd of bull moose, but
the chemists here at UMR feel the substances are safe enough for students to
inhale.
In order to stop these nomadic
smells on campus, we need to band
together and in fonn the responsible rascals of their misdeeds. Otherwise, we
wi ll have to continue to put up with
diabolical food smells, ghastl y body
fa ilure and chemistry clouds 0 ' death.

t.,IDesdaY,

will speak on HIV prevention and

AIDS awareness
7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 4'
Centennial Hall
University of Missouri-Rolla
Admission is free and open to the public.
For more 'information call
Stephanie Franklin at (573) 341-4225
Miss America's vis it is sponsored by the Offioe 01Student and International Affai",
Student Health, Panhellenic Council and other organiza tions.
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CO-Op
Company: AI( Steet
Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
Date of Interview: 10127
MlIjors: ELEC ¥ET
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Sophomore standing.
Sign-up released 9/23197 DEADUNE 10113197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SFSSION JANUARY 1998

Company: Harmon Industries
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Date of Interview: 10/31
Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/24197 Deadline 1011/97 8am
Work location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area) or Riverside, Calif
1st co-op work session January 1998 or May/June 1998

CHANGED INTERVIEW DATE TO OCTOBER 31
Company: Birmingham Steel
Date of Interview: 10/28, 10/29
Majors: MECH ELEC MET
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be

Sign-up Method: Open

standing.

Work Location: Birmingham. Alabama

thosethatlj! start 1st co-op work session January 1998
that are in~ Leadership positions
his is adtfi_ Company: Caterpillar
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Our COpy, n Date of Interview: 10130
lastTuesday. Majors: MECH ELEC CRE MET CMPS .
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore'Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing .
Sign-up released 1019197 DEADUNE 10114197
WORK LOCATION: PEORIA, ILLINOIS
1 HOUR INTERVIEWS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
1998 SESSION DATES: JANUARY 20-MAY 8
AUGUST 24-DECEMBER 11
Information meeting 10129197 MCNUTT HALL 216 6-7 pm-PIZZA SERVED

Company: Chaparrat Steel
Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
Date ot Interview: 10127
Majors: MECH ELEC MET EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior standing.
Sign-up released IOnf97 DEADUNE 10115!97 8AM
Work Location: Midlothian, Texas
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND OF MA YlJUNE 1998 START
Company: Dana Spicer Axle
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Date oflnterview: llf05, 11106
Majors: ELEC MECH
standing.
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be
Sign-up released 1017/97 De;ulline 10122197 8am
WORK LOCATION: COLUMBIA. MISSOURI
Company: Design Nine Inc.
S!gn-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 11111
Majors: CIVL
... . .
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10/21/97 Deadline 10/29/97 8am
Work Location: St. Louis, MO
Start 1st co-op work session January 1998
Company: Detroit Tool
Sign.up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/30
Majors: MECH EMAN
USJPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10113197 DEADLINE 10124197 8AM
Work Location: Lebanon, Missouri
METAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
start 1st co-op work session January 1998

Company: EDS Unigraphics
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10129
Majors: AMTH CMPS
US Only
Minimum {;PA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9123197 DEADLINE 10115/97
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI (MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION·JANURY 1998
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Company: Emerson Electr ic
Date of Interview: 10/29
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up reteased 9123197 Deadline 10115197 8AM
Work location: Paragould, Arkansas, Office ~ Manufacturing
Environment - work in final asse mbly area
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998
Company: Emerson Motor Tech_Center
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date oflnterview: 11106
Majors: CMPSMECHCER
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up reteased 10121197 Deadline 10129197
Work Lxation: St. Louis, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session January 1998
Company: General Electric
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Date of Intervi~w: 10128
Majora: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu . standing.
Sign-up released 1017197 DEADLINE 10117/978AM
Work Location: Jonesboro, Arkansas
START 1ST CO-OP CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
NEED TO HAVE STRONG COMPUTER INTEREST, AND WOULD LIKE STUDENTS TO HAVE
HANDS ON WORK EXPERIENCE BACKGROUND

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
Company: Heckethorne Manufacturing
Date of Interview: 11103
Majors: EMAN MECH MET
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. Sophomore standing.
Sign-up released 1017197 Deadline 10122197 8am
Work Location: Dyersburg, Te nnessee
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Company: IL. Dept. of Transportation
Date of Interview: 10/28
Majors: CIVL
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/23197 DEADUNE 10114197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: 15 COUNTY AREA AROUND SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SFSSION JANUARY 1998 AND OR MAYlJUNE 1998
Company: MEMC Electronic Materials Inc.
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Date of Interview: 10/30
Majors: CER CHE ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10120197 DEADLINE 10127197
WORK LOCATION: ST. PETERS. MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION J ANUARY 98 TO AUGUST 98
Company: Olin Corporation
Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
Date of Interview: 10/29
Majors: MECH MET CMPS ELEC CER EMAN MGTS
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9123197 Deadline .10115/97 8am
Work Location: E. AIton, Illinois (close to St. Louis)
1ST WORK CO-OP JANUARY OR MAY 1998
VIDEO CONFERENCING INTERVIEW - PICK UP SHEETS ON "TIPS FOR VIDEO INTERVIEWING
Company: Pepsi-Cola Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Date of Interview: 10/3 1
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Senior standing.
Sign-up reteased 9123197 DEADLINE 10110197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
NOTE: INTERVIEW DATE CHANGE TO OCT 31
Company: Praxair
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 11112
Majors: AERO MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Freshm an Sophomore Junior standing .
Sign-up released 10128197 Deadline 1117197
Work Location: Kansas City, Missouri
Manufacturing Engineering Co-op
Start 1st co-op work session January 1998
INFORMATION MEETING TUESDAY. NOV 11 6-8PM UCE 211 MERAMEC ROOM
Company: Protein Technologies International Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/31
Majors: CHE MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10120197 DEADLINE 10128197
Work Location: Pryor, Oklahoma
start 1st co-op work session January 1998
Pryor, OK is between Joplin, MO and Tulsa, OK

. Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Company: U.S. Space & Rocket Center
Date 9f Interview: 10128
Majors: CHEM AERO MECH CHE PHYS AMTH LIFS ENGL ECON mST
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Mus t be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up re leased 10114197 DEADLINE 10116197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10127197 6PM UCE 2 11 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADERICOUNSELORAT uS SPACE CAMP
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Company: U.S. Space & Rocket Center
Date of Interview: 10128
Majors: CER CIVL ELEC EMAN GEE MET MIN NUCL PETR CMPS
USIPerm
)
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up re leased 10114197 DEADLINE 10116197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 101271976PM UCE 211 MERAMEr. ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADERICOUNSELORATTHE US SPACE CAMP
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Von Weise Gear Company
Date of Interview: 11107
Majors: MECA
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released WILL SELECT FROM RESUMES MAILED
WORK LOCATION: ST. CLAIR, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

------------------------------------------~$~~
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Method , Open

2200 East EI Dorado

loten iew Date: 11110

Method: PHS·OPEN
SPERRY SUN DRILLING SERVICES
Interview Date: 11104
5845 HWY 90 East PO Bo
Broussard. LA 70518

---

Decatur. IL 62521

Attn: Ms. Donna Hill, Human Resources Manager

Attn: Ms. Joanne Daugherty, Plant HR Representative

Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Major.:
ELEC MECH PETR
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: MWD Field Engineers
Position Location: Lafayette, LA

Ifyouh aV'
I farJlJl"orkeJ.
Ou !!la,
years. Y 't
ceive free tUl

Deadline for submitting resumes: October 28

)IS afarJJl, orch

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
CHE
Grad Date.: 129705980798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Production Engineer
Position Location: Decatur,IL; Lafayette,IN; Loudon,TN

OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: October 30 - 8:00 a.m.

PRE.RECRUlTMENT MEETING: Monday. Nov 3 . 6:30 p.m.' Meramec Room

Inform ation on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall

http://www .spe rry-sun.com

ALUMlNUM COMPANY OF AMERICA (ALCOA)
Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 11/10
PO Box 3667
Davenport. IA 52808
Attn; Mr. Mark Grosland, Manager-Integrated Business Systems

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Date.:0597 129705980798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Systems Analyst

1000 Urban Center Dr

Attn: Mr. Lester Rutherford, Manager Construction

Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Major.: ' CIVL EMAN
Grad Date.:0597 1297

Method: Open
Interview Date: 10/28, 10/29

Birmi ngham, AL 35242
Attn: Mr. Errol Prisbe. Director

CAN CELLATIONS
BDM International - October 28

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.500
Majors:
MET MECH ELEC
Grad Date.: 1297 00

CANCELLED

Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Management Trainee Candidate
Position Location: Seattle; Kankakee, IL: Birmingham; Jackson ,MS;

CANCELLED

OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: Immediately
North Atlanta Area
SCHEDULE BEING SET UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT THE CAREER F AlRAND
OPENSIGN·UP
Information on pos ition available in 301 Norwood Hall
FLIGHT SA'FETY INTERNATIONAL
5695 Ca mpus Parkway

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 11113

Hazelwood. MO 63042
Attn: Mr. Steve n G. Nigus, Manager, Advanced System Engr
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.300

Majors:
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates:0597 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
Position Available: Software Engr; Electrical Engr
Position Loca tio n: St. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 3 1
www .Oightsafety.com

Method: PHS·OPEN

NO RTHERN ILLINOIS GAS
1844 West Te rry Road

Interview Date: 11110

Naperville. IL 60563
Attn: Ms. Arle ne Starkman,Sr Staffi ng Admi nistrator
Minimum GPA: 2.650
Degree Level: B

Majors:
GEE CIVL MECH PETR
Grad Dateo:0597 129705980798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Encineer
Position Location.: !'\apervllle, IL
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 31
www.ruconnc.com

SACHS ELECTRIC COMPANY

:-'Iethod: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 11104

PO Box 96

St. Louis. MO 63166·009b
Attn: Ms. Christine B. McInerney. VP- Administration
Degree Level: B

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 11/06

Citizenship:
Position Available: Construction Manager
Position Location: Tulsa, OK
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 29
Information on positon available in 301 Norwood Hall

Position Location: Davenport, Iowa
Deadline for submitting resumes : October 31

BIRMINGHAM STEEL

WORLDCOM·ENGINEERING
6929 N Lakewood Ave MD 22·315G
Tulsa. OK 74 177

Worldcom Network Planning - October 27

DATE CHANGE
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Minimum GPA: 2.750

Majors:
ELEC
Grad Dat~s:0597 1297
Citizens hip:
Position Available: Data & Te lecom urucations Project Manage r
Position Location: St. Loui s, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 28

SHERIVIN WI LLIAMS
60 1 Canal Road

Method: PHS-O PEN
Interview Date: 11/12

Clevela nd.OH 441 13
Attn: Ms. Lau ra Guy, Huma n Resources Administrat
Degree Level: B M Mirumum GPA: 2.750

Majors:
CHE CHEM
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798
Citizenship:
Position Availab le: Che mist; Chemical Engr
Position Loca tion: Cleve land, OH
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 30
www .sherwi n.com
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Financial Aid---.:......-RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been employed as
a -farm worker in the past two
years, you may be eligible to receive free tuition assistance for
your education. Ifyou have worked
as a farm, orchard, greenhouse or
poultry/egg production employee,
you may qualify. To obtain details
and the field representative closest to you call 1-80.0.-234-4971. '

CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES
NEW SCHOLARSHIP PRO-

tions must be mailed by these
dates.
To receive an application
please send a stamped ***(US 32
ce nts), self-addressed, standard
hitter size (No. 10) envelope to the
following address: The John Gyles
Education Fund, Attention: R.
James Cougle, Administrator, P.
O. Box 480.8,712 Riverside Drive,
Frederickton, New Brunswick
Canada ESB 5G4.
We use international mail
services, therefore U.S. postage is
acceptable.

GRAM
With an eye toward assisting
outstanding college bound students, Chrysler Corporation recently awarded 1,0.0.0. grants to
40. recipients through its new Junior Golf Scholarship Program.
Eveh though the majority of the
winners play golf, all selections
were made based upon their academic and extracurricular effort.
For more in,formation on this exciting program call 1-80.0.-8560.764.

KIDS' CHANCE INC. OF MISSOURI

What is Kids' Chance? It is a
nonprofit corporation developed
by interested insurers, employers,
attorneys, labor, medical and reo
habilitation groups. The purpose
of Kids' Chance is to provide financial scholarships to complete the
education of children of workers
who have been seriously injur!,d
or killed in Missouri work related
injuries.
Which Children are Eligible
for the Scholarship? Children who
DEPARTMENT OF THE have a parent who was permaARMY U.S. ARMY HEALTH nently or catastrophically injured
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT or killed in a Missouri compens. able injury or occupational disAGENCY
ease , and who are Missouri resiLet the Army pay your way dents between the ages of 16 and
through Medical, Dental Optom- 25.
Applications available in the
etry School, or a Doctoral level degree in ClinicallResearch Psychol- Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
ogy. Scholarship includes: full tu- Parker Hall, Rolla , MO 6540.9ition, required books, lab fees , re- 0.250. or by calling 1-80.0.-522-0.938.
quired equipment rental, $865.0.0.
monthly stipend.
AMERICORPS EDUCATION
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON AWARDS PROGRAM
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORThe AmeriCorps Education
TUNITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN
DINO L. MURPHY OR MRS. Awards Program offers members
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1- the standard AmeriCorps education stipend of over $4,70.0. for one
80.0.-829-0.924.
year of community service, but
unlike AmeriCorps USA, it does
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCA- not provide a living allowance or other benefits. .
TION FUND SCHOLARSHIP
For information on this proThe John Gyles Education gram contact the Student Finan·
Fund is a private, benevolent en- cial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
deavor established seven years ago
with the help of a Canadian/
SCHOLARSHIP
American benefactor. Each year CARAT
financial assistance is available FOUNDATION
to students in both Canada and
the United States. Full Canadian
To receive current information
or American citizenship is a re- packets and applications for The
quirement. Awards are available Carat Scholarship, please have
to both male and female students interested students send a
for all areas of post-secondary stamped self addressed envelope
study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is to: Carat Scholarship Foundaiton,
required. Criteria other than Attn: Carol McAuliffe-Director, 5
strictly academic ability and fi- Magnolia Parkway, Hawthorn
nancial need are considered in the Woods, IL 60.0.47.
The schedule for the Carat
selection process. Selected students will receive up to $3,0.0.0..0.0.. Scholarship Foundation Awards
Filing dates for mailing applica- is as follows:
Academic semester: Spring
tion in 1997 are April 1st, June
15th, November 15th. Applica- 1998, Applications Postmarked
by: November 1, 1997, Awards

Distributed by: December 15 ,
1997.
Academic semester: Fall
1998, Applications Postmarked
by: April 1, 1998, Awards Distributed by: June 15, 1998.
Academic semester Spring
1999, Applications Postmarked
by: November 1, 1998, Awards
Distributed by: December 15,
1998.
Carat Scholarship Foundations is funded by the
contrubutions of civic-minded indi0.duals, businesses and various
fund raisers. The Foundation of'fers $50.0. -$100.0. scholarships
semiannually to graduate and undergraduate students who are
United States citizens. The scholarships are awarded on the basis
of career goals, financial need and
academic record.

CHARLES P. BELL CONSERVATION $50.0. SCHOLARSHIPS

QUALIFICATIONS
Applicant must be a Missouri
resident. Applicants enrolled in
Missouri schools will be given preference.
Applicant must be involved in
the management of natural resources: specifically: Fish, Wildlife, Forest, Soil, Water.
Applicants must alI'eady have
,earned a t least 60. hours of college
credits.
Applications available in' the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
received by: 'J anuary 15, 1998.

ZONTA INTERNATIONAL
AMEILIA EARHAR T FELLOWSHIP AWARDS FOR
WOMEN 1998-99 ELIGIBILTY
Have completed a bachelor's
degree in a qualifying area of science or engineering closely related
to advanced studies in aerospacerelated science or aerospace-related engineering.
Demonstrate a superior academic record with evidence of potential at a recognized university
or college as verified by transcripts,
recommendations and acceptance
or verification by any institution
of higher education with accredited
courses in aerospace-related studies.
Provide evidence of a well-defined research program in aerospace-related science or aerospace·
rela ted engineering as described
in the application essay, research
and publications. Clearly demonstrate the relationship of your research to aerospace and verify your
research program with at least one
letter of recommendation.
By the time the fellowship

grant is awarded, have completed
one year of aerospace-related
graduate studies at a well recognized institution of higher llducation.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
postmarked by November 1,
1997.

PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
SCHOLARSHIPS
Two $1,0.0.0. (U.s.) awards are
available through the ACI Concrete Research and Education
Foundation (ConREF) for undergraduate study in concrete construction for the 1998-99 academic year. The Peter D. Courtois
Concrete Construction Sch;larship honor the memory of Peter D.
Courtois, whose long-term commitment to practical achievements in construction focused on
the fields offormwork and tilt-up
construction.

REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any
undergraduate student in the
United States or Canada. The student shall have achieved senior
status in a four-year or longer un·
dergraduate program in engineering, construction, or technology
during the year for which the
awards are presented. The awards
will be made on the basis of demonstrated interest and abiltiy to
work in the field of concrete construction.
Th e s t udent must have a
course loa d of 6 or more credit
hours each semester during the
period for which. the award is
made.
The student must be a senior
during the year for which the
award is made (not necessarily at
the time of ap'plication).
Tr anscripts, recommenda:
tions, and an essay must be sub·
mitted as outlined on the applica·
tion form.
'Applications available in the Student Financial Aid
Office,G-l P~rker Hall. Applica tion deadline must be received by:
January 15, 1998.

CONCRETE RESEARCH AND
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION OF ACI INTERNATIONAL
$3, 0.0.0. (U.S.) awards are now
available through the ACI International Concrete Research and
Educa tion Foundation (ConR'!::F)
for grad ua te study in the field of
concrete for the 1998-99 academic
year. The awards include the
Katharine and Bryant Mather
Fellowship, ACI - W.R. Graef> FeI-

lowship , V. Mohan Malhorta Fellowship, Stewart C. Watson Fellowship, and ACI Fellowships.

REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any
student completing studies toward the bachelor degree or one
who has received a bachelor degree from a higher education institution which is accredited by
the responsible regional or national agency.
The following criteria must be
met by the applicant: ·
Must have possession of a
bachelor degree from an accredited
program by the summer of 1998.
At the time of acceptance of
the fellowship (but not necessarily at the time of application) the
applicant must have been accepted for graduate study. This
graduate study must be in engineering, architectural, or materials science program at an accredited college or university in the
USA or Canada which offers a
graduate program in concrete design, materials, or construction,
with the exception of the V. Mohan
Malhotra Fellowship which is
available only to an applicant ma- .
joring in concrete materials science research and the Stewart C.
Watson Fellowship which is available to an applicant with a special interest in joints and bearings
for concrete structures.
Must be a full-time first or
second-year gradaute student during the entir,e fellowship year.
Must be proficient in the English language (or 'F rench as required in Province of Quebec or
Spanish in Puerto Rico).
, Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
received no later than: January
15,1998.

NATIONAL SECURITY EDUCATION PROGRAM (NSEP)
The National Security Education Program was designed to provide American undergraduates
with the resources and encouragement they need to acquire skills
and experience in countries and
areas of the word critical to the
future security of our nation. As a
student of another culture and language you will begin to acquire the
international competence you need
to communicate effectively across
borders , understand other
perpectives and ,analyze increasingly fluid economic and political
r~alities.

REQUIREMENTS:
As a U.S . undergraduate student, you are eligible to apply for
an NSEP scholarship if you meet
he following conditions:

------------------------------~~~~
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U .S. citizenship at the time
of application.
Matriculated as a freshmen,
sophomore, junior, or senior in a
U.S . post-secondary institution,
including nniversities, colleges,
and community colleges accredited by an accrediting body recognized by the U.S. Departme'nt of
Education.
Applying to engage in a study
abroad experience that meets
home institution standards.
Planning to uee the scholarship for study abroad. NSEP undergraduate scholarships are not
for study in the U.S.
Your study abroad program
ends before you graduate.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall. Application deadline: January 26,1998.

CFMA is a professional organlzation that is promoting growth of
construction finanical management in the Kansas City area.
Since its inception in 1985, the
primary purpose of the Kansas
City Chapter has been to unite individuals having finanical responsibilities in the construction industry and provide a forum through
which the members can meet to '
exchange ideas. We sincerely want
to see construction financial management as a profession passed
on to qualifed outstanding men
and women.

ARSHIP.

This scholarship is a $3,000
per year renewable award for up
to four years.
.
Be a Missouri resident.
Be African Americna, Asian
American, Hispanic American, or
-Native American.
Be a high school senior, college student, or returning adult
(without
a degree) who ranks
in the top 25 percent of their high
school class and scores at or above
the 75th percentile on the ACT or
SAT examination. (Last year
REQUIREMENTS:
qualifying ACT score was 23.) OR,
Scholarships will be awarded individuals who have completed 30
based on merit and the recipient's college hours and have a cumulapotential contribution to the fi- tive G.P A. or 3.0. OR, individuals
nancial management of the con- with a baccalaureate degree who
struction industry in
the Kan- are returning to an approved math
sas City area. Financial need mayor science teacher education probe considered. To be eligible for a gram.
scholarship from the Kansas City
Application must be submitTHE BARRYM. GOLDWATER Chapter an applicant must meet ted by: February 15, 1998.
SCHOLARSHIP AND EXCEL- the following criteria:
LENCE
IN EDUCATION
Be enrolled or plan to enroll
FOUNDATION
in an accredited four year Degree AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
Program as a Junior during the HEATING, REFRIGERATING
This scholarship covers eligible 1998-99 school year with a series AN'D AIR-CONDITIONING
expenses for tuition, fees, books, of courses related to an Account- ENGINEERS, INC.
and room and board to a maxi- ing, Finance, or Management deA Grant-in-Aid is a grant of
mum of$7,500per academic year. gree.
Junior scholarship recipients can
Qualify as a full time student funds to a full·time graduate stuexpect to receive a maximum of two (minimum of 12 hours a semes- dent of ASHRAE-related tech·
years of scholarship support. Se- ter).
nologies. Is is awarded once each
nior scholarship recipients are eliProvide proof of previous scho- year for use in the
following
gible for a maximum of one year of lastic achievement (minimuni cu· academic year. Normally 20 to 25
scholarship support.
mulative
3.0 grade-point aver- grants are made each year.
ELIGIBILITY:
age on a 4.0 scholar or equivalent) .
Applicants should be involved
To be considered for nomina- and be progressing toward a de· in the heating, ventilation, air contion, a student must:
ditioning or refrigeration
gree or certificate.
Provide a letter or recommen- (HVAC&R) fields or in related
be a current sophomore or junior pursuing a bachelor's degree on dation from a college professor, a areas. These related areas
business person, and a personal may include indoor air quality, ena
ergy conservation, human comfort
full-time basi s. A current acquaintance.
sophomore sutdent in a two-year
Be capable of serving an in- or HVAC
college who plans to transfer to a ternship in Kansas City during the system design, operation or mainbaccalaureate program m ay be summer
tenance.
Applications must be received
of 1998.
nominated.
have an average of at least B
Application deadline must be by: Decembe'r 15, 1997.
or the equivalent and be in the submitted before: December 31,
1997.
upper fourth of his or her class.
be a U.S citizen, U.S. national,
1998 NSF GRADUATE REor resident alien.
SEARCH FELLOWSHIPS have a demonstrated interst
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMEN- GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
in a career in mathematics, the TARY AND SECONDARY AND MINORITY GRADUATE
natural sciences, or engineering.
EDUCATION
MISSOURI FELLOWSHIPS
be nominated by his or her col- TEACHER
EDUCATION
lege or university on the official
SCHOLARSHIP
The National Science Founnomination materials prodation (NSF) will award approxi·
vided by the Bairy M. Goldwater
This scholarship is a on-time mately 1,000 new three.year
Scholarship
non-renewable award of$2000 to Graduate Fellowships and Minorand Excellence in Education be used in one academic year.
ity Graduate Fellowships in
REQUIREMENTS:
Foundation.
March 1998. Seperate competiDEADLINE:
Be a Missouri resident.
tions are conducted for Graduate
The campus deadline is 4:30
Be a high school senior: fresh- Fellowships and Minority Gradu.
p.m.on December 5, 1997. Ap- man or sophomore at a commu- ate Fellowships, each with addiplications must be complete, in- nity or four-year college or univer- tional awards offered for women
cluding letters of reference and 'sity in Missouri (with not more in engineering and computer and ·
transcripts and returned to the than 60 college credit hours).
information science.
Office of the Vice Chancellor for
Rank in the top 15% of their
The NSF Graduate and MiAcademic Affairs , 204 Parker high school class or score in the nority Graduate Fellowships are
Hall, by this date. The application top 15
national percentile on only open to individuals who are,
is also available via our Home an ACT or SAT
examination at the time of application, citizens
Page:http://www.umr.edu/-ac- (Last year the qualifying ACT .or nationals of the :United States
afrs/pressrel.html
Score was 25).
or permanent resident aliens of
Application packet must be the United States.
submitted by: February 15, 1998.
The NSF Graduate FellowKANSAS CITY CHAPTER OF
ships are intended for students at
THE CONSTRUCTION FIor near the beginning of their
NANCIAL MANAGEMENT AS- DEPARTMENT OF ELEMEN- graduate study in science, mathSOCIATION
TARY AND SECONDARY ema~ics, or e~gineering. EligibilEDUCATION MISSOURI MI- ity is limited to those individuals
The Kansas City Chap't er of NORITY TEACHING SCHOL- who, by the beginning of the fall

1997 term , have completed no
more than 20 semester hours of
graduate study in the science and
engineering fields supported by
this program since completion of
a baccalaureate degree in science
or engineering.
The NSF Minority Graduate
Fellowship competition is open to
members of a racial or ethnic minority group represented in the
advanced levels of the U.s. science
and engineering pool as defined in
the program announcement. Minority Graduate Fellowships are
intended for students in the early
stages of their graduate study in
science, mathematics, or engineering. Eligibility is limited to those
individuals who, by the beginning
of the fall 1997 term, have completed no more than 30 semester
hours or equivalent, of graduate
study in the science and engineering fields supported by this program since completion of a baccalaureate degree in·science or engineering.
The NSF Fellowship stipend
during 1998-99 wil be $15,000 for
12-month tenures. Applications
may be obtained from the Office of
the Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs, 204 Parker Hall. Applications must be post marked by
November 6,1997.

RENEWAL FREE APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL STUDENT AID (FAFSA) FOR 98/
99
Renewal F AFSA will be mailed
to students beginning November
18, 1997. If a student does not
receive their renewal F AFSA by
the middle of January 1998,

those students will need to pici
up and complete a regular 98/99 _
____
FAFSA. Those forms will be ~
available in the Student Finan.
clal Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall
oll
around December I, 1997.
ojzJlio
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._

orga are provil
plac~ .1)' Ceo
l

-DI~dIVI

THE NINETY-NINES, INC.
GREATER ST. LOUIS CHAP.
TER ADELA RIEK SCHARR
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The Greater St. Louis Chapter,
Ninety-Nines, Inc. (an interna.
tional organization of licensed
women pilots), if offering an
academic scholarship to quali.
fied women students.
EUGffiILITY:

.ucbang

~

rTruman Slale Un
~rComplex

~

Is pm: ehns lIan
. Rm uew

Be currently enrolled full
time in an accredited mstitution se
of higher learning and be active~ ~
g
seeking a degree in an aviation , pIn. nan I
. I ra er
related career field. Academic r: ,Tnang e F
programs may be in Engineering ~
Sciences, Liberal Arts, Businesa ~ pm: Chess club,
as well as flight or aircraft
maintenance training. Detenni- f6Pm: MSM
nation of the relationship of the !N'un
applicant's career plan to
aviation is part ot:the selection
A
' I
10 pm: Ssocla
process.
p
Have successfully complete< en~ H~loween I
a minimum of one (1) year in!hi IUeE
academic program with an
average grade of"C" or higher.
'Applications available in "
the Student Financial Aid Office
G-l Parker Hall.

sP;

L-

Application deadline must be
postmarked by: February 1,
1998.

If you get this booklet,
you won't need a form.
Just a phone.

Pizzt

Welcc

This Vetr, millions will file thair tax returns bV phone using Tel.File, a frea serviee from the IRS. The call is lasy
and refunds ar, fut. Check your mail (or a TeleFile booklet.

~~ Department althe Treasury
~&!" Internal Revenue Service

http://www.irs.usl .... .gov

iii TeleFile
II's f,ee . 11'. f"l . II Ittrh.

ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND CO.

~ADM

WILL BE ON CAMPUS
RECRUITING FOR:

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS

La

MAJOR: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6,1997

Pi2

This position entails on·the-job training in the area
of soybean crushing or corn wet milling, so there's no
question it can be a hot, dirty job. It's similar to the
position of a foreman or front line supervisor, and it
generally leads to a career in olant management

Pizza •

Training lasts 8·9 months, and in that time, you will
schedule work for employees, set production schedules,
develop cost-saving measures, and much more. You'll
frequently be called on to use your technical background
to solve problems. This position is a good blend of
supervision, management, and engineering.
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT CENTER FOR DETAILS

be,2S
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All organizational meeting times
--.:.. and places are provided by tbe StuEs
dent Activity Center, 218 UCW.
~Ul INC. Please send all cbanges to tbe afore-

SC~

JND

a

mentioned office.
,-

Calendar. of Events
6: 20 pm:
Associated General
Contractors, 217 CE

3:00 pm: Men's volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

3:00 pm: Trap & Skeet Club, 107
Beuhler

6:20 pm: American Concrete Institute,
118CE

3:30 pm: Computer Science Dept.
Seminar, "Byte Error Correcting Code",
209 M-CS

6:00 pm: Triangle Fraternity Haunted
House, Triangle Fraternity

- --,.

~

~~~': ~~!~ I_{:'~~i~~r'_,<~"j::.:~:~~

s Chaplet

1 inll!rna,.' 4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby

7:00 pm:" UMR Miner soccer vs.
Truman State University, UMR Soccer
Complex
-

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fi elds

f licensed fields

ring an

P(j) quall. 5:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer
vs. Truman State University, UMR
Soccer Complex

oUedfull
I institutio
dbeactill
n aviatiol
Academic

5:45 pm: Christian Science Org.,
Sunrise Rm UCW

_ - - - - - - -- - -6:00 pm: Triangle Fraternity Haunted
House, Triangle Fraternity

~ngineeri!

:s, Busin~ -6:-00-p-m-:-C-h-es-s-c-Iu-b,G
- al-Ie-ry-U-C-E-

malt
g. Dilll!nn 6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club~ 204

Iship oftb

7:00 pm: American Society of Civil
Engineers, 117 CE
7:00 pm: Sigma Pi Outhouse Burning,
Bonfire Pit

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

6:00 pm: Triangle Fraternity Haunted
House, Triangle.Fratemity

8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, G-3
Schrenk

7:00 pm: St. Pats, 107C ME Annex

9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

6:00 pm: Association for Black
.y compiel Students Halloween Party, Centennial
Iyear in d HallUCE
ithan

mustbe

Pizza

&

Steak House

Opne 7 Days A Week

Welcome Back Special!

With Student LD.
Specials Not Included

Large~g
NTS
:RING
1997
e area
!IS no
:0 the

lnd ~

Juwi ll
dules,
you'll
round
nd of

Pizza

10~

Eman

7:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Clockwork
Orange, 104 ME
9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Species, 104
ME

2:30 pm: UMR Miner football vs.
Mi sso uri Southern State College,
Joplin, Mo.
6:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer vs.
Bellarmine College, UMR Soccer
Complex
7:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Clockwork
Orange, 104 ME
9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Species, 104
ME

1:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs.
Lincoln University, UMR Soccer
Complex

1:30 pm : Chinese Student Assn., 105,
117, 215,216ME

1:00 pm: UMR swimming vs.
Washington
University/DePaul
University, St. Louis

6:30 pm :
Christian Campus
Fellowship Sunday evening Church
Service, 104 ME

1:00 pm: Rugby team vs. St. Louis
Ramblers, Rugby Fields

continued on page 20

2:00 pm: Spanish Club, 205 H-SS

Jrhigbe!.
rilable in
dAidOfr.

-

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
314CE
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team,

McNutt

eselectioD - - - - - - - - - - - -

:uary I,

6:00 pm:
Christian Campu s
Fellowship, Mark Twain Or Missouri
RmsUCE

7 :00 pm : Show Me Anime, 204
McNutt

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE

$5 99

Sunday - Thursday after 3pm
Offers good for a Limited TimeoDine in or Carry out Only

We specialize in

Pizza • Steak • Gyros • Souvlaki
Spaghetti • Lasagna
5% Beer & Wine Available
Rolla

1049 Kingshighway

0

Call for Carry Out or Delivery

~~~364-8687~~~

IF YOU'RE 11m DOPE
YOU MIOHT AS WELL SMoKE THIS.
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4:00 pm : Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

8:30 pm: Kappa Mu Epsilon, 202 M-

7:00 pm : Men's and women's volleyball
club practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

5 :00 pm: IFC, 2 16 McNutt

9:00 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 126
Schrenk Hall

8:00 pm: KMNR station meeting, 107C
ME Annex

6:30 pm: Student Council Exec meeting,
Si!ver&Gold UCE

4:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. Seminar,
"NMR Self-Diffusion Meas urements in
Colloidal Systems", G-3 Schrenk
6: 00 pm: UMR Independents officers
meeting, Walnut Rm UCW
7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers/Assn. of Black Students, 204
McN utt
8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org .,
3 14 CE

I

7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi , G-3 ChE
7:00 pm: Film Festiva l Rendezvous in
Paris, Miles Audito ri um ME
7:00 pm : Bri dge club, Miner Lounge
UCE
7:00 pm: UMR Co llege Democrats,
2 16 McNutt
7 : 00 pm : Assn. of En g ineering
Geologists, 204 McNutt
8: 00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, 125 C hE
8:00 pm: Amateur Radio Clu b, 110
Buehler Bldg.

.JoHN

100/0 Discount
with
Student ID

SILVEl{'s~

9:00 pm: Arnold Ai r Society, 208
Harris Hall

7:00 pm: A lpha Phi Omega, 114 C E

11 :30 am: University Orators Chapter
of Toastmasters International, Missouri
RmUCE

1009 Kingshighway

loNG

CS

~

-----SL-#

v ....

?"

1M

Not available on specials.

Acce t - Visa - Master card - Di~cover

12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn
1735 N. Bishop Ave
4: 00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fi elds

~ove!llber 5

~I

Unl ve

LaSI Tuesday,
11iUd onaUniversl~

The plan Ihat

4:00 pm: UMR Chemical Engineering
seminar, "North American Phosphorus!
Phosphate Industry" , 125 Schrenk

r~ a512 mill i(

~Iudes demolishit
W~t building and
quare fool addilio
IJilding. Theresult
iU\ity Center build
d1eserviccslhatlhe

5 :45 pm: Christian Science Org .,
Sunrise Rm UCW
6:00 pm : Chess club, Cafeteria UCE

ool~

Th~lantumed

Ilcss cxpensiv~ 10

6:00 pm : MSM Spelunkers Clu b, 204
Mc N utt

projed lhatwo

. inlaCI
8:00 pm: Council of Graduate Students,
214 ME Anne x
3 :30 pm:
Ch ri s ti a n
Fellowship, 106 Eman

Ihe UC East b
IldjtiOD. This plat

6:30 pm : Blue Key, 216 ME

Campu s

- - - - Classifieds
Car Stereo Installation. Rates
starting at $25 + parts. Please call
368-3530 or e-mail jls@ umr.edu.
MECP
CERTIFIED. 5 years
experienee.

Spring Break '98
Free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399. Organize a small group and
travel FREE! Highest commissions
and lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a campus
representative (800)574-7577

Cat For Sale: Charming, gentle
female. Pretty calico and white colour.
Costs: Half the price of shots and
neutering. Call 364-7051.

Sofa For Sale: Good condition.
TaupeIBlue. $60. Call 341 -9758 (on
campus) or email: cdr@urnr . edu

IJIlIOximately S4 It!

7:00 pm: AIChE, G-3 ChE

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS
wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK!! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpl.com.

7:00 pm: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, G-31 EE
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt
7:30 pm : UMR Miner soccer vs.
Washington University, SI. Louis
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Alpha Chi Sigma, G-3
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9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

l ' dl IIJlp "~ ,,ihili f :' _

from $389 (Sl l<>uis Depart.) .
Air, Hotel, Transfers. Puties

1-800-395-4896

Christian guitarist/singer/songwriter
looking for like musicians to start
Christian rock band. Inquiries to
j harner@Urnr. edu or call 9724.
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Classified Ads are free for students
and may be submitted to the Miner
at I 03B Norwood Hall, or via e-mail
at rniner@urnr . edu.
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8:00 pm:
HEY!!! I'm looking for people who
want: Flexible Hours, Above average
wages, like helping others. Serious
inquiries only. 573-368-3752.
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